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HAIR CARE COMES ALIVE .
The SATINIQUE® Collection forges a link between health, beauty, and hair 

with revolutionary new formulas that for tify from root to tip. Infused with 

exclusive ENERJUVE® Complex and signature botanical blends and nutrients, 

our scientif ically advanced systems care, treat, and style to energize and 

elevate the look of hair to its fullest potential.

Patented
ENERJUVE® Complex Repairs and Revitalizes  

the Look of Hair From the Inside Out.

Targeted
Formulas Enhance Hair With  

Customized Care.

Signature
Botanical Blends and Nutrients  

Nurture Hair.
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THE SCIENCE BEHIND 
HEALTHY HAIR .
Our exclusive ENERJUVE® Complex – a patented, positively charged complex 

of strengthening lipids, reinforcing creatine, and smoothing 18-MEA – works 

three ways to correct the negative charge found in damaged hair. It penetrates 

the hair follicle, selectively binds to damaged areas, and rebuilds weak spots  

to repair and revitalize from the inside out.to repair and revitalize from the inside out.

A GOOD 
HAIR DAY,  
EVERY DAY.
Care, treat, style – the SATINIQUE®

Collection empowers you to create a 

robust regimen that’s tailored to your hair. 

Discover the shampoo and conditioner 

system targeted to your hair care needs. 

Invigorate results with treatments that 

repair, renew, and revitalize the look of  

your hair. Finish with styling products that 

shape and hold the looks you love.
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COLOR  
REPAIR
SULFATE-FREE COLOR PROTECTION 

THROUGH 45 WASHES.

Revive damaged, distressed hair to its  

natural healthy-looking beauty. Sulfate-free 

formula harnesses patented ENERJUVE® 

Complex to help protect color from fading 

while hydrating and repairing the cuticle.

Strengthens hair by up to nine times.**

Reduces fade to help maintain color 

through 45 washes.

Mends and prevents split ends.*

TREAT

DUAL DEFEND SPRAY 
Protects color-treated hair from environmental and 

thermal styling damage. Hair is left hydrated, shiny, 

and up to nine times stronger.**

11-0684 3.38 ". oz./100 mL  

OVERNIGHT REPAIR TREATMENT 
Mends 100% of split ends while you sleep. Leave-in 

treatment strengthens the integrity of each strand by 

resurfacing the cuticle.

11-0677 3.38 ". oz./100 mL  

REVITALIZING MASK 
Deeply conditions before styling,  

strengthening hair by up to six times.

11-9593 8.1 ". oz./240 mL  

CARE

COLOR REPAIR SHAMPOO 

11-0663 9.4 ". oz./280 mL   

11-4948 25.6 ". oz./750 mL   

COLOR REPAIR CONDITIONER 

11-0671 9.4 ". oz./280 mL   

11-4949 25.6 ". oz./750 mL   

BLENDED BOTANICALS  
AND NUTRIENTS

Infused with a blend of pomegranate and grape seed extracts, 

the SATINIQUE® Color Repair formula helps revitalize dull, 

dry hair and enhance protection from environmental stress.

* When used as a system of Color Repair Shampoo and Conditioner.

** When used as a system of Color Repair Shampoo, Conditioner, Revitalizing Mask,  

and Dual Defend Spray.
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SMOOTH 
MOISTURE
FOR HAIR THAT’S 6 TIMES SMOOTHER.*

Transform dull, dry, unmanageable locks into 

shiny, silky hair that looks healthy and beautiful. 

Patented ENERJUVE® Complex restores hair, 

giving it a smooth, supple finish.

Restores vital moisture after just one use.*

Rejuvenates hair, leaving it up to  

six times smoother.*

Controls frizz for locks that look shiny  

and feel soft.

STYLE

STRAIGHTENING BALM
Tames and smooths hair up to 24 hours.  

Hair is left six times smoother and resistant  

to humidity, frizz, and flyaways.*

11-0676 3.52 oz./150 g  

STYLING CREAM 
Harnesses manageability while reducing flyaways. 

Enhances curl definition and control for a finishing 

touch that’s never sticky.

11-4954 1.76 oz./50 g  

CARE

SMOOTH MOISTURE SHAMPOO 

11-0655 9.4 ". oz./280 mL   

11-0656 25.6 ". oz./750 mL   

SMOOTH MOISTURE CONDITIONER 

11-0664 9.4 ". oz./280 mL   

11-0665 25.6 ". oz./750 mL   

BLENDED BOTANICALS  
AND NUTRIENTS

Infused with a blend of kukui seed oil and pro-vitamin B5,  

the SATINIQUE® Smooth Moisture formula helps support hair 

rejuvenation while boosting sleekness and shine.

*When used as a system of Smooth Moisture Shampoo, Conditioner, and Straightening Balm.
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 EXTR A 
VOLUME
FOR HAIR THAT’S 37% FULLER ALL DAY.*

Elevate fine, limp hair with gravity-defying  

volume. Patented ENERJUVE® Complex helps 

repair while an exclusive blend of lightweight,  

lifting polymers infuse hair with body.

Boosts volume all day by up to 37% .* 

Lifts and enlivens for fuller, thicker hair.**

Resists humidity by maintaining volume.*

STYLE

VOLUMISING MOUSSE 
Plumps fine, flat hair with long-lasting yet weightless  

volume. Hair is left flexible and touchable, never  

stiff or sticky.

11-9342 5.29 oz./150 g   

CARE

EXTRA VOLUME SHAMPOO 

11-0657 9.4 ". oz./280 mL   

11-4944 25.6 ". oz./750 mL   

EXTRA VOLUME CONDITIONER 

11-0667 9.4 ". oz./280 mL    

11-4945 25.6 ". oz./750 mL   

BLENDED BOTANICALS  
AND NUTRIENTS

Infused with a blend of macadamia nut oil and soy protein,  

the SATINIQUE® Extra Volume formula helps amplify hair 

strength and dimension while enhancing softness and shine.

*When used as a system of Extra Volume Shampoo, Conditioner, and Volumising Mousse.

**When used as a system of Extra Volume Shampoo and Conditioner.
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ANTI-
DANDRUFF
BANISH FLAKES, BUILD CONFIDENCE. 

Soothes dry scalp with replenishing ENERJUVE® 

Complex. Dandruff diminishes while hair regains 

its natural healthy-looking beauty.

Increases comfort by reducing itchiness 

and f lakes.

100% of panelists saw reduced dandruff 

in just four weeks.*

CARE

ANTI-DANDRUFF  

SHAMPOO

11-0670 9.4 ". oz./280 mL   

Infused with a blend of vitamin E and avocado, the SATINIQUE® 

Anti-Dandruff formula supports scalp moisture while helping to 

relieve dry, itchy scalp and eliminate flakes.

BLENDED BOTANICALS  
AND NUTRIENTS

THICKENING
SAVES UP TO 1,800 STRANDS PER MONTH.

Patented ENERJUVE® Complex invigorates 

fragile, fine, or thinning hair while reducing hair 

loss from breakage.

Leaves hair looking fuller and thicker.*

Stimulates circulation with  

massage and exfoliates  

to promote scalp health.

TREAT

SCALP TONIC

Patented Scalp Revitalization Complex 

combines scalp health ingredients with shiso 

extract, licorice root extract, saw palmetto, 

and green rooibos to help promote thicker, 

fuller-looking hair.

11-0686 2.7 ". oz./80 mL  

CARE

ANTI-HAIRFALL SHAMPOO 
11-0659 9.4 ". oz./280 mL  

ANTI-HAIRFALL  

CONDITIONER 
11-6823 9.4 ". oz./280 mL  

h.

Infused with a blend of mulberry leaf and ginseng extracts,  

the SATINIQUE® Thickening formula helps create fuller-looking 

hair while reducing breakage of fragile, fine, or thinning hair.

BLENDED BOTANICALS  
AND NUTRIENTS

*When used as a system of Anti-Hairfall Shampoo, Conditioner, and Scalp Tonic. *When used as a system of Anti-Dandruff Shampoo and Scalp Tonic. 11



Have a question?
Call your Amway Independent Business Owner (IBO),  

or contact Customer Service at customer.service@amway.com or at 800-253-6500.  

In Canada, customer.service.ca@amway.com or at 800-265-5470.

Order with confidence.
Amway 180-day Customer Satisfaction Guarantee. Visit Amway.com or Amway.ca in Canada for complete details.

IBO Name:_______________________________________________________________

Contact Information:_______________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

CARE

2 in 1 SHAMPOO AND  

CONDITIONER 

Gently cleanses and conditions hair in 

one simple step. Powerful ENERJUVE® 

Complex repairs, restores, and protects, 

leaving hair tangle-free and totally 

prepared for styling.

11-5304 9.4 ". oz./280 mL   

11-6510 25.6 ". oz./750 mL  

2 IN 1
BEGIN EACH DAY IN BALANCE.

STYLE

FINAL STEP FINISHING SPRAY  
Aerosol formula delivers all-day hold that’s humidity, frizz, 

and flyaway resistant.

11-6822 7.6 oz./200 mL  

SHINE SPRAY
Clear mist formula gives instant shine while taming hair.

11-0685 3.38 ". oz./100 mL  

TEXTURING MATTE WAX  
Separates and defines for easy sculpting and an all-day hold.

11-0675 1.7 oz./50 g  

BLENDED BOTANICALS  
AND NUTRIENTS

Infused with a blend of borage seed oil and vitamin E,  

the SATINIQUE® 2 in 1 formula helps moisturize,  

smooth, and protect hair.
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